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Abstract: We designed, fabricated, and experimentally characterized thin
absorbers utilizing both electrical and magnetic impedance matching at the
near-infrared regime. The absorbers consist of four main layers: a metal
back plate, dielectric spacer, and two artificial layers. One of the artificial
layers provides electrical resonance and the other one provides magnetic
resonance yielding a polarization independent broadband perfect absorption.
The structure response remains similar for the wide angle of incidence due
to the sub-wavelength unit cell size of the constituting artificial layers. The
design is useful for applications such as thermal photovoltaics, sensors, and
camouflage.
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1. Introduction
The interaction of light with artificial periodic structures depends on the unit cell geometry
and composition. These artificial periodic structures, such as photonic crystals, plasmonic
structures, and metamaterials provide extensive control of light. For example, perfect
reflection from a dielectric surface is achieved by stacking two different dielectrics as a onedimensional array [1]. Another example is negative refraction and focusing property of a
metamaterial composed of metallic resonators and thin wires [2–4]. One of the advantages of
artificial structures over natural bulk materials is their spectral scalability. The structure can
be scaled to operate at any band of the electromagnetic spectrum with slight modifications.
Recently, perfect absorption was demonstrated by utilizing structures with resonant
metallic unit cells at the radio frequency (RF) [5–10], far-wavelength infrared (FIR) [11],
mid-wavelength infrared (MIR) [12], near-infrared (NIR) [13–17], and visible [18] regions.
Each design has its unique usefulness for specific applications in terms of spectral bandwidth,
electrical thickness, polarization dependence, and the incidence angle dependent response. In
the present paper, we studied perfect absorber designs utilizing “U” shaped split ring
resonator particles and a very thin titanium layer in order to engineer the perfect absorption at
the NIR band. The present design is based on the excitation of circulating (anti-symmetric)
currents by an incident electric field. It is a different type of absorption that needs to be
studied in addition to previous designs. The magnetic response of the metamaterial layer is
independent of the typical back reflective plane, and high absorbance is present for multiple
separation lengths between the metamaterial layer and reflective plane.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the geometry of the
proposed design. In Section 3, we describe the fabrication, experimental characterization, and
simulation methods. In Section 4, we present the results of the experimental characterization
and the simulations of the absorber in terms of the spectral response. In Section 5, we extend
the design to a polarization independent case and present the field distribution and power
flow. Finally, in Section 6, we demonstrate the oblique performance of the absorber.
2. Design and geometry
We start with a metamaterial based absorber configuration that consists of a metal back plate,
a front magnetic metamaterial layer, and a dielectric layer in between. The geometry and
parameters are shown in Fig. 1. The substrate, metal layer, dielectric layer, and metamaterial
layer thicknesses were as follows: ts = 1 mm, tm = 300 nm, td = 115 nm, tTi = 20 nm, and h =
50 nm, respectively. The magnetic metamaterial layer consists of a two-dimensional array of
magnetic inclusions, namely the split-ring resonators (SRR) as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.
The parameters of the SRR were as follows: the side length of the SRR at the x and y
directions were 140.7 nm < a = ax = ay < 174 nm, the periods in the x and y directions were px
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= py = 330nm, width of the arms was 37 nm < w < 59.3 nm, separation between the arms was
s = a – 2w, and the arm length was L = 104nm. The substrate was sapphire, the back metal
was silver (Ag), the SRRs were composed of titanium (Ti) and gold (Au), and the dielectric
was silicon nitrate (Si3N4) with a dielectric constant, ε = 4.51. The dimension of the area on
which the SRRs were printed was 300 µm x 300 µm.

Fig. 1. Geometry and schematic of the absorber design. The absorber consists of an array of
magnetic resonators placed on top of a thin dielectric. The wave vector (k) of the incident field
is in the ̶ z-direction and the electric field (E) is in the y-direction.

3. Methodology
In the following sub-sections, we explain our nano-fabrication techniques, experimental
characterization setups, and numerical simulations.
3.1 Nano-Fabrication
Firstly, we prepared the sapphire substrate on which the metallic resonators would be printed.
It was diced into 10 mm x 6 mm dimensions, cleaned in acetone, isopropanol, deionized water
consecutively, and dried by using a nitrogen gas gun. Then, a patterned silver layer of 300 nm
thickness was coated via the electron beam evaporation method. We patterned the silver layer
with photolithography: i) in order to overcome some deposition problems of silicon nitride
over large areas of silver, ii) to obtain better coating quality, iii) to obtain mirror regions for
calibrating the reflection response. On top of the silver back metal layer, we coated the silicon
nitride dielectric layer with 130 nm thickness by using PECVD (Plasma Enhanced Chemical
Vapor Deposition) equipment. We used silane, ammonia, and argon gases for this process
with flow rates of 300 sccm, 10 sccm, and 50 sccm, respectively. The applied RF power was
50 W and process the pressure was 80 pA. Before pattern writing, a high resolution positive
resist, which is polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA-950K-A2), was spun on the sample in order
to achieve a 120 nm thickness. We baked the sample at 180°C for 90 seconds, spin-coated
with aquaSAVE (sulfonated polyaniline vanish for e-beam lithography), and rebaked at 90°C
for 30 seconds to prevent charging during e-beam exposure.
E-beam lithography was carried out by using Raith’s eLiNE nanolithography system. This
process starts with the design of the structures that are to be exposed and continues with dose
tests. In the Raith lithography software, we drew the U-shaped resonators as a composition of
single pixel lines. For the dose tests, two-dimensional arrays of SRRs with slightly varying
parameters were organized. A dose test exposure was performed at 7.5 kV acceleration
voltage, and the sample was inserted into a developer solution of 1:3 ratio MIBK:Isopropanol
and kept there for 40 seconds. The next step was metallization, and the sample was coated
with gold (Au) via an e-beam evaporator machine. To promote the adhesion to the silicon
nitride surface, a 20 nm layer of Ti was deposited in this evaporation process before coating
the Au layer. The final steps were the lift-off and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
inspection. We determined the optimum dose for the designed dimensions. By using these
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optimum dose test results, we fabricated the SRR array sample, as shown in the Fig. 1
background.
3.2 Experiment
The free space measurements of the samples were performed by using a homemade spectral
transmission-reflection setup. The light was incident from an Ocean Optics LS-1 tungsten
halogen light source. After passing through a Glan Taylor cube polarizer and a beam splitter,
it focused on the two-dimensional SRR area via a Melles-Griot 20x condenser. The condenser
was defined as Port 1. The beam diameter was approximately 100 µm at the focus. We
collected the light with a 50x objective and sent the beam to a CCD camera by the aid of a
mirror. We found the position of the absorber area by the aid of alignment marks on the
sapphire sample and then centered the light beam on that area. After alignment, the light was
directed toward the lens and multimode fiber. The signal was measured by using an Ocean
Optics USB4000 spectrometer at the visible regime (600 nm–1000 nm) and by using a
StellarNet Red Wave NIR spectrometer at the infrared regime (900 nm–1700 nm). We
calibrated the sample’s transmission response with respect to bare substrate. For the reflection
measurements, we used the bare metal coated sample area for calibration. The beam that was
reflected from the absorber area again passed through the 20x condenser and was transmitted
to another multimode fiber by way of the beam splitter.
3.3 Numerical simulations
We analyzed the magnetic metamaterial incorporated absorber unit cell by using the
commercial software CST-Microwave Studio [19]. The unit cell was assumed to be infinitely
periodic at the lateral directions. The frequency domain solver of the program provides the
necessary unit cell boundary conditions. We used experimental data to estimate the magnetic
metamaterial layer’s actual parameters such as metal loss, coated metal thickness, resonator
side length, strip width, and arm length of these structures [20]. We also utilized the literature
data of silver, gold, and titanium in order to model the metal parameters. Moreover, detailed
SEM inspections gave us the parametric variations of the fabricated samples.
5. Results and discussions
When samples are fabricated with the e-beam lithography fabrication technique, the resonator
parameters can be different from the designed ones on the order of 10 nm. We had to find a
method that could take into account these fabrication imperfections in the simulations. We
observed in SEM inspections that each individual SRR actually had different parameters from
the others’ parameters. The parameters varied at most 5-10 nm from one SRR to another at
different regions of the 2D array. The effect of different parameters on the magnetic
resonance frequency was demonstrated in the literature recently [20]. This variation was taken
into account by using a super-cell composed of a 6x6 array of SRRs whose parameters were
varied in accordance with the SEM data. The dispersion characteristics of metals are of
critical importance at the optical regime. The complex metal permittivity was tabulated in
Palik [21]. We used these data to calculate the Drude model parameters of the materials. The
Drude model permittivity was given by the formula: ε(ω)=ε+ωp2/ω(ω-iνc), where ωp was the
plasma frequency and νc was the collision frequency. Our fit to the data of Palik implied ωp =
13250x1012 rad/s and νc = 130 THz for silver, ωp = 12000x1012 rad/s and νc = 105 THz for
gold and ωp = 14500x1012 rad/s and νc = 5500 THz for titanium.
We show the simulated and measured absorption (A) derived from the scattering
parameters: the magnitude of transmission (|S21|), and reflection (|S11|) in Fig. 2. We observed
a reflection dip at around the magnetic resonance frequency of the SRRs and the structure
behaves like a resonant absorber. The theory of this mechanism can be explained by
considering a quarter-wavelength Fabry-Perot cavity [11]. When the electromagnetic field
impinges on the structure from port 1, the absorbance of the structure is calculated by the
formula: A = 1– |S11|2 – |S21|2. We obtained a 99.3% absorbance peak at 250 THz (1200 nm).
The full width at 90% absorption was around 121 THz (825 nm). The total thickness of the
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absorber was τ = td + tTi + h = 185 nm, which corresponds to λ/6.5 at the central frequency of
operation. The presence of the titanium layer is of critical importance for the broadband
operation. In Fig. 2, the blue dotted line corresponds to a super-cell with gold-only SRRs. We
can clearly see that the addition of a correctly tuned Ti SRR layer shifted the gold-only SRR
peak to red and also broadened the bandwidth.

Fig. 2. Numerical and experimental data of absorbance derived from scattering parameters. The
blue dotted line corresponds to gold-only SRR layer performance. The SEM image of a section
of the printed area and an example SRR are shown on the right.

The magnetic response of the metamaterial layer is independent of the back metal and
high absorbance is present for multiple dielectric spacer thicknesses that may be desired for
specific applications. As we increased the dielectric layer thickness, the absorption magnitude
shows an oscillatory behavior, and the maxima and minima depend on the surface impedance
variation of the metamaterial layer. The minimum separation that is necessary between the
metamaterial layer and the back metal for an absorption maximum was λ0/(4.9nd) at the center
frequency of operation (250 THz). Here, nd is the index of the dielectric layer and λ0 is the
magnetic resonance wavelength. The absorbance decreases and increases periodically as we
vary the dielectric thickness. Higher order absorption maxima do not show a linear
dependence on the dielectric layer thickness.
The magnetic resonance frequency of the individual SRRs strongly depend on the
resonator arm length (L). By changing L, we can change the resonance frequency
considerably, which is one of the reasons for the wide bandwidth response in the experiments
as large parametric variations for L were present at the fabricated samples.
Up to this point, we showed that the design works for normal incidence and single
polarization. In the following sections, we show a slightly different design that operates
independent of incident polarization and for wide incidence angles.
6. Polarization insensitive and wide bandwidth composite structure
We added a resistive sheet (thin titanium) layer between the metamaterial and dielectric
layers. The three layer configuration composed of resistive sheet, dielectric spacer, and back
metal itself behaves as a resonant absorber. By changing the thickness of the titanium layer,
its electrical surface impedance can be tuned. In order to obtain wide bandwidth operation, the
resistive sheet resonant absorption wavelength and metamaterial layer resonant absorption
wavelength can be combined. We merged the two structures and the composite absorber
thereby had a larger bandwidth than the two individual cases. The thickness of the titanium
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layer was tTi = 2 nm, SRR height was h = 40 nm, and the dielectric layer thickness was td =
110 nm in this design.

Fig. 3. Polarization independent response and corresponding unit cell.

Fig. 4. Spatial field distributions in the vicinity of split ring resonators at 225 THz frequency.
(a)-(b) Electric field amplitude: (a) Top view (four unit cells were shown) (b) Side view (two
unit cells were shown). (c)-(d) Spatial distribution of power flow. The color of the arrows
shows the magnitude and direction of the arrows show the direction of the power flow. (c) Top
view (four unit cells were shown), (d) Side view (two units cells were shown).

In order to achieve polarization independence, we changed the unit cell so that it is now
composed of 4 SRRs. There are elements parallel to the y-direction and other elements that
are parallel to the x-direction, as shown in Fig. 3. We saw that the simulated absorption
spectra for the incident wave polarization of 45° is the same as the polarization angles 0° and
90°, which clearly proves the polarization independent response.
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Detailed mode profile for the excitation of circulating currents (magnetic dipole mode) by
the incident electric field was studied in the literature [22, 23]. We utilized the magnetic
dipole mode in our designs. In Fig. 4, the E- field amplitude, and power flow at around the
center frequency (225 THz) for the composite absorber were shown. We saw the localization
of the incident power between the silver metal layer and split ring resonator layer. The peak
power enhancement at the dielectric region was quite high. From quantitative calculations, we
discovered that nearly all of the power was absorbed by the metallic parts.
7. Oblique Response
In all the data presented so far, we only characterized the absorber for normal incidence. For
the oblique illumination study, we investigated the incidence angles of 20°, 40°, 60°, and 80°
in the x-z and y-z planes. Figure 5 shows the spectral response for several angles of incidence:
the peak absorption frequency changes and remains more than 70%, and up to a 60° angle of
incidence. For oblique illumination, the excitation of SRRs is partially electrically and
partially magnetically originated. The details of orientation dependent excitation have been
investigated in the literature at the microwave and optical frequencies [20]. There was a slight
shift of the operation frequency that slightly decreased the operation bandwidth. Even though
the operation frequency of the absorber changed slightly, the absorption values remained large
for up to 60° at the x-y and y-z planes.

Fig. 5. Simulated absorption response of the SRR based metamaterial absorber for several
incidence angles.
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8. Conclusions
We demonstrated metamaterial incorporated broadband absorber configurations operating at
the optical regime. For a metal backed metamaterial absorber, the relation between the
electrical thickness and the absorbance peak was studied. The origin of the absorbance was
proven to be the magnetic resonance of the constituting artificial magnetic material inclusions.
We achieved an almost full absorption with a 42% fractional bandwidth by using subwavelength SRRs. The total electrical thickness was approximately λ/6. The broadband
absorber composed of an electrical screen in addition to the magnetic metamaterial screen and
provided polarization independent and a nearly omnidirectional response. We achieved a
minimum absorption of 70% for incidence angles up to 60°. These absorbers provide
controllable thermal absorption and thereby controllable thermal emission. They should be
useful for thermal photovoltaic, thermal sensor, and camouflage applications.
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